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This story is not about us, but all about you.
You, the one who is always in motion;

Sometimes, on the way to an exotic place, and other 
times, just simply commuting;
Sometimes you work at the office, other times you 
work from home, or on a train, on a plane, or even 
while sitting in an Uber;
Sometimes you sleep at your house, and sometimes, 
you don’t. 
Sometimes you make a trip to your grandparents, 
and other times, you go and explore the world in 
your camper.

Whatever you do, wherever you are, you simply 
never stop moving.
You truly inspire us to design the smartest products;
Products with function and style.

Your story is our story. 
Your path is our direction.

Made for Modern Nomads

THE JOURNEY TO A SUSTAINABLE BACKPACK

We start recycling 
wasted plastic water 

bottles that would 
otherwise end up 
in landfills or in the 

oceans

XD Design bags are produced with Aware™ recycled 
polyester. Trusted recycled content, validated impact.

Turn off the plastic tap.
Be part of it. Every action counts.

Each sustainable XD Design backpack

WATER BOTTLES LITERS WATER

* average data from all XD Design models made from recycled material.

**

REUSED SAVED
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Lids and labels are 
removed and the 

bottles are shredded 
and washed

From these flakes we 
make new yarn. During 
this process we add 

an invisible tracer 
(fingerprint) to be able to 
verify recycled content in 

final product

The recycled polyester 
yarn is woven into rolls 

of fabric. Each kilo 
of recycled polyester 
fabric is entered into 
blockchain to validate 

impact

XD Design backpacks 
are made from fabric 
that started as plastic 

bottle waste

ABOUT US
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BOBBY
HERO

N E W

Bobby Hero is the new generation of anti-theft backpacks. 
These new models will help the modern nomads to move confident, easy going and organized.

Registered design®
   

ANTI-THEFT
HIDDEN ZIPPERS
HIDDEN AND RFID 
PROTECTED POCKETS
NO FRONT ACCESS

ORGANIZATION PANEL 
AND INTERNAL POCKETS

MADE FROM RECYCLED 
MATERIALS

ADJUSTABLE OPEN 
ANGLES

SUNGLASSES 
HOLDER 

INTEGRATED USB  
CHARGING PORT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

SAFE ORGANIZED RESPONSIBLECONNECTED
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Anti-Theft Backpack 
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BOBBY
HERO

N E W

P705.297

P705.707

P705.299

P705.709

P705.294

P705.715

P705.704

P705.766

P705.292

P705.712

P705.702

P705.764

P705.291

P705.711

P705.701

P705.762

P705.295

P705.705

BOBBY HERO REGULAR

BOBBY HERO XL

BOBBY HERO SMALL

Special Edition

BOBBY HERO SMALL
SPECIAL EDITION

THE FAVORITE BOBBY HERO SMALL  
IN SPRING/SUMMER 2020 COLORS

Dimensions: 770 g | 26,5 x 14 x 38 cm. | 11,5 liters 
Laptop: 13.3‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

Dimensions: 1000 g | 29,5 x 16,5 x 45 cm. | 18 liters 
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

Dimensions: 1100 g | 32,5 x 16,5 x 49 cm. | 21,5  liters 
Laptop: 17‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘
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BOBBY 
BACKPACK
TROLLEY

N E W

BOBBY BACKPACK TROLLEY

P705.771 

Anti-theft backpack 
and trolley bag

SEPARATED 
COMPARTMENTS 
FOR BUSINESS & 
CLOTHES

DUAL FUNCTION: 
BACKPACK & 
TROLLEY

TSA LOCK 

INTEGRATED USB 
CHARGING PORT

MADE FROM 
RECYCLED 
MATERIALS 

The smartest backpack and trolley bag

Convenient as a trolley and practical as a backpack -- the Bobby backpack trolley is your ideal travel companion 
in small trips or during daily commute. Easily transform it from a backpack to a trolley storing the shoulder straps 
in the back panel and releasing the telescopic drawbar. When switch to a backpack mode, you can hidden the 
handle and wrap the backpack around the wheels, keeping your back clean.
The Bobby backpack trolley also keeps you safe and connected with our famous anti-theft design and an 
integrated USB charging port combined with a TSA lock. Internally, you can find separated compartments for 
clothes and business with a front quick laptop access pocket that opens at 30-degree angle and fits up to 17” 
laptop. 
In addition, you have also a quick access bottle pocket, that uses interior space and keeps the overall aspect of 
your bag flat and a back RFID protected pocket to protect your identity.
The Bobby backpack trolley is made from recycled materials and can be taken on board to aircrafts as carry-on 
luggage. Registered design®
 

Dimensions: 2850 g | 34,5 x 21,5 x 52 cm. | 21,5 liters
Laptop: 17‘‘ | Tablet: 12.9‘‘
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BOBBY BIZZ

P705.575P705.571

BOBBY 
BIZZ

N E W

Anti-Theft Backpack & Briefcase

SECURITY 
LOCK

ANTI-THEFT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

INTEGRATED USB  
CHARGING PORT

DUAL 
FUNCTION

The Bobby Bizz Anti-Theft backpack will keep you safe, organized & connected. Make your commute more 
comfortable and stylish with the possibility to switch from a backpack to a briefcase in a matter of seconds. 
Registered design® 

Dimensions: 1220 g | 28 x 10 x 41 cm. | 12 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

Ana loves taking her Bobby Bizz on her adventures. 
@hertraveljourney
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BOBBY PRO

P705.241 P705.242 P705.245

BOBBY 
PRO
Sustainable Anti-Theft Backpack

FIDLOCK 
SYSTEM

ANTI-THEFT

INTERNAL 
DIVIDERS

USB & TYPE C 
CHARGING PORT

RECYCLED 
MATERIALS

The Bobby Pro Anti-Theft backpack will keep you Safe, Organized & Connected. With many new unique 
features, this premium model of the Bobby Backpack line will prepare you for any challenge that comes your 
way while on the go.

It has adjustable internal dividers as well as an extra middle layer that can be tucked away, which allows you 
to divide your backpack content in many different ways. The patented fid lock system on the shoulder strap 
will give you quick and easy access to your phone or bottle/coffee cup (both included). Next to that, the Pro 
also has an extendable key chain, hidden zippers, RFID protected pockets and cut proof PP board protection. 
Registered design®

Dimensions: 1200 g | 29 x 15,5 x 44,5 cm. | 18 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

Everyone needs a favorite backpack! 
Shot by @marius.vision
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BOBBY TECH

P705.251

BOBBY 
TECH
Sustainable Anti-Theft Backpack

FIDLOCK 
SYSTEM

ANTI-THEFT

WIRELESS 
CHARGING

INTEGRATED 
SOLAR PANEL

RECYCLED 
MATERIALS

The Bobby Tech Anti-Theft Backpack is the ultimate backpack for gadget lovers. This premium version of our 
Bobby Backpack line will keep you safe, connected and organized by combining the latest technology into 
great features. 

The integrated solar panel on the front of the backpack will make sure that you never run out of power and that 
you are able to charge directly from the solar energy. Further to that, an integrated wireless charging module 
will make sure that you can charge your mobile device without the hassle of any cables. 

The Tech has adjustable internal dividers as well as an extra middle layer that can be tucked away, which allows 
you to divide your backpack content in many different ways. The patented fid lock system on the shoulder strap 
will give you quick and easy access to your phone or bottle/coffee cup (both included). This model has all 
these features including of course the original Bobby features of: hidden zippers, RFID protected pockets and 
cut proof PP board protection. Registered design®

Dimensions: 1200 g | 29 x 15,5 x 44,5 cm. | 18 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘ 

Outfit of the day! 
By @akhlifestyle  
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BOBBY DUFFLE

P705.271

BOBBY 
DUFFLE
Anti-Theft Travel Bag

The Bobby Duffle is your safest and sustainable solution in anti-theft travel bags. The backpack is a carry-on 
approved travel size*, which holds 30 liters, making it perfect for your weekend trips.

The multi-purpose strap and carry system make it easy to go from backpack to duffle bag, depending on your 
needs. Made from water repellent rPET material (recycled plastic bottles) it has a spacious compartment with 
interior dividers as well as a padded laptop compartment.

As always with our iconic anti-theft features such as: Hidden zippers & hidden RFID protected pockets, Cut 
resistant material and lockable zippers. Also equipped with a waterproof pocket to store your wet umbrella and
breathable shoe pocket on the bottom. Registered design®

*Carry on size accepted in most international airlines. Please check your preferred airline company,  
as some of them have their own restrictions on size and weight allowed on the cabin.

Dimensions: 1510 g | 31 x 19 x 57 cm.  | 30 liters
Laptop: 17‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

APPROVED 
CARRY-ON 
TRAVEL SIZE

ANTI-THEFT

WATER 
REPELLENT

INTERIOR
DIVIDER

RECYCLED 
MATERIALS

Everyday, new adventures with 
Bobby Duffle
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BOBBY ORIGINAL BOBBY XL

P705.561 P705.562P705.541 P705.542 P705.544

BOBBY
ORIGINAL

BOBBY COMPACT BOBBY COMPACT PRINT

P705.530 P705.534 P705.535 P705.536 P705.537 P705.651 P705.655 P705.657

BOBBY
COMPACT

Anti-Theft Backpack 
Anti-Theft Backpack 

ANTI-THEFT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 
BALANCE

ADJUSTABLE 
OPEN ANGLES

INTEGRATED USB  
CHARGING PORT

The Original Anti-theft backpack!

Every day 400.000 pick pocket incidents occur worldwide. Never worry about this happening to you with the Bobby 
Anti-Theft backpack. Key features as cut-proof protection, hidden zipper closures and secret pockets will keep your 
belongings safe during your commutes.

Besides being the safest backpack, it is also the most convenient backpack with features such as an integrated 
USB charging port, which allows you to charge your phone while on the go, weight balance, water repellent fabric, 
illuminating safety strips and a luggage strap. Registered design®

Dimensions: 800 g | 28 x 13 x 43 cm. | 12,5 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 9.7‘‘

Also available in the Bobby XL version.

Dimensions: 970 g | 31,5 x 13 x 46 cm. | 15 liters
Laptop: 17‘‘ | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

ANTI-THEFT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 
BALANCE

ADJUSTABLE 
OPEN ANGLES

INTEGRATED USB  
CHARGING PORT

The Bobby Compact is the stylish and smaller version of the Bobby Original Anti-Theft backpack. It includes all 
your favorite features like: cut-resistant material, hidden zippers and secret pockets, keeping your belongings 
safe during your commutes. Besides being the safest backpack, it is also the most convenient backpack with 
features such as an integrated USB charging port, which allows you to charge your phone while on the go, weight 
balance, water repellent fabric, illuminating safety strips and a luggage strap. The Bobby compact also includes 
an integrated color matching rain cover on the bottom of the bag and a free Mini Bobby, which holds a foldable 
shopping tote. Registered design®

Dimensions: 890 g | 28 x 14 x 39 cm.  | 11 liters
Laptop: 14‘‘  | Tablet: 9.7‘‘

Also available on the Bobby Compact print version.

Dimensions: 780 g | 28 x 14 x 39 cm.  | 11 liters
Laptop: 14‘‘  | Tablet: 9.7’’ 
* The Bobby Compact print version does not come with the mini tote and rain cover.
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URBAN

P705.642

URBAN
Cut Proof Anti-Theft backpack

STEEL REINFORCED 
LOCK

ANTI-THEFT

CUTPROOF

RFID 
PROTECTED

The Urban cut-proof and anti-theft backpack is your safest travel companion yet.
It’s made of high quality anti-cut fabric and the main compartment can be completely locked with the steel 
reinforced combination lock. This function can also be used to lock the bag around a fixed object. 

There are hidden pockets on the backside and in the shoulder strap for cards, with RFID protection. The 
Urban backpack comes also with a side water bottle pocket and a detachable elastic net for your sports 
equipment. Registered design®

Dimensions: 1010 g | 31,5 x 14,5 x 46 cm. | 21-27 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

LARGE 
CAPACITY

“Perfect for all my travels!” 
@bartvanmaanen with his Urban Anti-Theft backpack
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P705.501 P705.502 P705.505

URBAN LITE

URBAN 
LITE
Anti-Theft backpack

STEEL REINFORCED 
LOCK

ADDITIONAL 
CAPACITY NET

ANTI-THEFT

RFID 
PROTECTED

LARGE 
CAPACITY

The Urban Lite anti-theft backpack is the perfect travel companion. 
The backpack can be completely closed by rolling up the main compartment and locking it with the steel 
reinforced combination lock. This function can also be used to lock the bag around a fixed object.

There are hidden pockets on the backside and in the shoulder strap for cards, with RFID protection. The Urban 
Lite also comes with a side water bottle pocket and detachable elastic net for your sports equipment. Registered 
design®

Dimensions: 1010 g | 31,5 x 14,5 x 46 cm. | 21-27 liters
Laptop: 15.6‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘

Urban Lite, fits everything you need!
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P730.062

URBAN BUMBAG

URBAN 
BUMBAG

N E W

Anti-theft bag

ADJUSTABLE BODY 
STRAP

3 POINTS SAFE 
BUCKLE

ANTI-CUT

LOCKABLE 
ZIPPER

RFID PROTECTED 
INTERNAL POCKET

This uber-functional Bumbag transforms streetwear into the safest anti-theft bag. Features as anti-cut material, 
lockable zipper and a safe 3 points buckle opening will make sure that you safely store your valuables. Wear the 
Urban bumbag as a waist bag, cross-body or over the shoulder for a cool and stylish look.Registered design®

Dimensions: 220 g | 35,5 x 6 x 16,5 cm. | 1 liter
Tablet: 7”
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P705.225 P705.226P705.222P705.220 P705.229P705.224P705.221

ELLE FASHION

ELLE
FASHION
Anti-Theft backpack

ADJUSTABLE 
SHOULDER 
STRAPS

ANTI-THEFT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

WATER 
REPELLENT

TABLET 
COMPARTMENT

The Elle Fashion is not just a stylish backpack; it also protects you from getting pickpocketed. 
The hidden zippers assure no one will access the backpack while you are carrying it and strategically placed 
hidden pockets on the back of the backpack will give you as user easy access to smaller items when needed.

This backpack will make sure your belongings will stay safe while keeping you fashionable. Registered design®

Dimensions: 670 g | 22,5 x 12 x 29,5 cm. | 6,5 liters
Tablet: 9.7’’

Rowan aka @redreidinghood took her Elle Fashion 
backpack to Paris -  “Fortunately this backpack 
allowed me to walk around Paris worry-free”
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P705.211 P705.215

ELLE PROTECTIVE

ELLE 
PROTECTIVE
Anti-Theft backpack

PROTECTIVE
ALARMS

WATER 
REPELLENT

ANTI-THEFT

CUT-RESISTANT
MATERIAL

Feel stronger and more confident!
Elle protective backpack not only protects your belongings, but also protects you! In an emergency situation 
just press the bottom on the shoulder strap, and a loud alarm will scare away eventual aggressors. 

If you feel unsafe when travelling alone, just send a SOS alarm with your localization to your personal contacts. 
Empower yourself! With Elle protective backpack nothing can stop you! Registered design®

Dimensions: 540 g | 27 x 10,5 x 35 cm. | 8 liters
Tablet: 9.7‘‘

This is just what a woman needs 
@women.travel
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P772.501

MOBILE OFFICE
N E WMOBILE 

OFFICE
Portable Workstation

LAPTOP/TABLET 
HOLDER

MAGNETIC 
STAND

STORAGE 
SPACE

MOUSE 
PAD

RECYCLED 
MATERIALS

Wherever you go, carry your office with you!

Featuring an innovative fold-out design this portable workstation will keep your professional belongings 
organized and convenient. Registered design®

Dimensions: 640 g | 34 x 2,5 x 25 cm. 
Laptop: 13‘‘  | Tablet: 12.9‘‘
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P705.741

R000.002P705.281

P330.731

P705.722P760.061

P788.011

P703.061

P705.202P705.732

N E W

N E W

N E W

ACCESSORIES

Keep personal items in order in this toilet bag. This perfect fit for 
your Bobby backpack will help you to store all your liquid toiletries. 
With a stowable hook and inside pockets you will easily reach 
everything you need. Made from recycled materials. 
Registered design®

Dimensions: 160g | 24 x 7 x 15,55 cm. | 2,3 liters

Whether for storing cables, everyday gear, or travel essentials. This 
Tech pouch will keep your items neatly organized and easy to find, 
letting you pack more into a smaller space. Elastic accessory loops 
keeps items like mouse, pens, tools, SD cards, and batteries always 
within reach. The external magnetic pocket can also storage money 
or your passport. Made from recycled materials. Registered design®

Dimensions: 290g | 29 x 3 x 21 cm. | 1,5 liters

Rest assured that your clothes will remain well-organized and easy 
to find. The Packing Cube offers the possibility to compress your 
clothes saving space in your backpack. Packing has never been this 
easy! A perfect fit for your Bobby backpack! Made from recycled 
materials. Registered design®

Dimensions: 210g | 25 x 11 x 37 cm. | 10 liters

TOILETRY BAG 

TECH POUCH 

 PACKING CUBE 

This raincover is specially made for Bobby XL sizes. Fits: Bobby XL 
and Bobby Hero XL.

Dimensions: 65g | 50 x 57 cm. 

This raincover is specially made for Bobby backpacks. Fits: Bobby 
Original, Bobby Bizz, Bobby Hero Small, Bobby Hero Regular, Bobby 
Pro & Tech.

Dimensions: 59g | 47 x 51 cm. 

4000mAh aluminium slim powerbank with high quality lithium polymer  
battery. Including on/off button and remaining capacity indicator.

Dimensions: 120g  |  11 x 7 x 1 cm.

Turn your own fashion bag into your personal bodyguard with the 
Elle Protection Charm. In an emergency situation just press the alarm 
bottom on the Elle charm, and a loud alarm will scare away eventual 
aggressors. If you feel unsafe when walking alone, just send a SOS 
alarm with your localization to your personal contacts. Empower 
yourself! With Elle protective charm nothing can stop you! Registered 
design®

Dimensions: 28g | 5,6 x 4 x 1,8 cm. 

Manage your backpack content in many different ways using the Bobby 
Hero Internal dividers.Available for Bobby Hero Regular and XL.

Internal dividers for Bobby Hero Regular 
Item number: P705.732 | Dimensions: 30 x 10 x 4,5 cm. 

Internal dividers for Bobby Hero XL 
Item number: P705.722 | Dimensions: 33,5 x 10 x 4,5 cm. 

Compressible, easy to access, and dividable. With the Compressible 
Travel Cube you will not only be organizing your luggage, but it also 
makes sure that your take up much less space for the same amount 
of items. A tear-away zipper lets you access contents instantly and 
an internal divider separates two packing volumes. By opening the 
expansion/compression zipper, you create extra capacity, when closing 
it you use the compression function, which makes garments as narrow 
as possible. This gives you more space in your suitcase or bag! 
Registered design®

Dimensions: 280g | 26,5 x 35,5 x 15 cm | 13,5 liters

BOBBY XL RAINCOVER

POWERBANK 4000 MAH BOBBY RAINCOVER

ELLE PROTECTION CHARM

BOBBY HERO INTERNAL 
DIVIDERS

COMPRESSIBLE TRAVEL CUBE
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R000.006 R000.008

R000.007

R000.011 P905.086

R000.012

R000.010

POS MATERIAL BRAND BLOCK BRAND SIGN

BAG STAND

XD DESIGN WINDOW STICKER POWERBANK DISPLAY

XD FLYER STAND

Dimensions: 190x30x85 mm Dimensions: 600x200 mm

Material: Steel

Official reseller stickers

Dimensions: 250x85mm
Color: White Dimensions: 210x150x10mm

Dimensions: 115x62x210 mm
Material: Steel

P903.831 P903.832

Upon request we can provide posters or customized artwork for 
stores and window interiors.

Ask your local agent / distributor about the POS material available in your country and the conditions to get it.Ask your local agent / distributor about the POS material available in your country and the conditions to get it.

Dimensions: 210x150x10mm

METAL FLOOR DISPLAY SMALL

Total height including  
wheels & logo plate

Total width

Hangers per side

Bags total capacity

Total height including  
wheels & logo plate

Total width

Hangers per side

Bags total capacity

1500 mm

375 mm

2

8 bags

1600 mm  

750 mm   

4   

16 bags  

CUSTOMIZED MATERIALSVIDEO SCREEN

METAL FLOOR DISPLAY LARGE



http://www.instagram.com/esprisobrands
https://www.facebook.com/espriso
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